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Tuesday, November 25 of 2014

MESSAGE FOR THE MONTHLY APPARITION OF MARY, MOTHER OF THE GOD OF MERCY,
TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS
DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

May the Power of God descend to Earth so that souls may be freed of the pressures of material life.

May the supreme Gift of the Love of God incarnate, as verb and energy, in all essences that
are rehabilitated through forgiveness and prayer.

May the kingdoms of darkness be dispelled from the face of the planet so that the currents of Divine
Love that come in aid of humanity, may re-establish the spiritual mission of each creature.

May the Portals of Heaven open, today, so the power of healing may descend and the new Aurora
once again ignite wounded hearts through a greater reconciliation.

May the original innocence of souls reawaken, so that the spirit of brotherhood guide the purpose of
the self-summoned.

Today, the Voice of the Messenger of God can be heard in the universe, because the Plan and
Infinity aspire to live in the depths of the hearts that were called.

All the spiritual towers that have fallen rise up to Heaven, and the sun of the universe illuminates
the paths of those who have given their great 'yes' to God.

The kings of Heaven assemble and celebrate the eternal redeeming communion with Jesus Christ,
the Lord and Master of Love.

Nobody in this world will fail to hear the call, because the strength of the Love of God promotes an
unbreakable union of souls with the Higher Kingdom.

Those who have again found the path they once lost, rejoice, because the Spokesperson of Heaven
calls on you to be rehabilitated. Thus, from your beings release the reins and the ties of the past, so
that among hearts, the spirit of peace may arise.

I gather up all your needs in My Heart. God contemplates the purity of the just and the mercy of the
good. It is now time to embrace the opportunity and not retreat.

The Heart of the Great Master calls you to a greater unity, because supreme life must be gestated in
redeemed beings.

Hold in your hands the divine flame that illumines you, and do not cease to look at the firmament
that accompanies you.

Be bearers of the restorative and liberating message. Be stars that are part of the new Universe of
God. Praise the Father as the angels in Heaven do and be worthy of receiving universal Graces.
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Rebuild humanity with prayer and no longer be separate because of appearances. Recognize the
Voice that comes from the Universe, the hand that caresses your face, the Mantle that protects you
from all evil, the eyes that contemplate you with kindness and love, the divine smile that encourages
you to continue forward and the maternal embrace that welcomes you.

Feel the Kingdom of My Peace in your lives, the calm that penetrates you, the serenity
that reassures you, the luminous spark of My Heart. Be My soldiers and help to redeem this beloved
suffering planet. Accept My convocation and, through prayer, profess the love of God.

Do not cease looking at or listening to Me. I am the same mother and woman that gestated Jesus,
the Savior, and now I am your Mother of hope.

It is time to close the hell of this world so that Christ can return soon. In your hands is the power for
your transformation, in your hands and hearts, the spring of the prayer of the heart can be born.

Receive My call with joy and rejoicing. Sing to God every day; in this way you will alleviate His
scourged Heart of Love.

I am with you in the silence as well as in the joy; I am with you in the healing as well as in sickness.
Purify yourselves in time and receive My maternal Love.

My wish is that renewed charismatic groups of prayer emerge from Buenos Aires, Mar del Plata,
Bahía Blanca and Viedma, which represent the Law of Healing for humanity. This you will
achieve through your inner union.

I thank all My children of Argentina and the world for having responded to My maternal call!

Your Mother Mary, Mother of the God of Mercy, blesses you and heals you.

Peace on Earth.


